Abstract-Problem orientation is gaining interest as a way of approaching the development of software intensive systems, and yet, a significant example that explores its use is missing from the literature. In this paper, we present the basic elements of Problem Oriented Software Engineering (POSE), which aims at bringing both nonformal and formal aspects of software development together in a single framework. We provide an example of a detailed and systematic POSE development of a software problem: that of designing the controller for a package router. The problem is drawn from the literature, but the analysis presented here is new. The aim of the example is twofold: to illustrate the main aspects of POSE and how it supports software engineering design and to demonstrate how a nontrivial problem can be dealt with by the approach.
1. The properties that they enjoy are not necessarily expressible in any single linguistic system. 2. The notion of mathematical (logical) proof does not apply to them." These difficulties, which are well known in the established branches of engineering, have sometimes led to a harmful dichotomy in approaches to software development: Some approaches address only the formal concerns, usually in a single formal language; others address only the nonformal concerns by using several languages, which often cannot be reconciled. Problem Oriented Software Engineering (POSE) [2] aims at bringing both nonformal and formal aspects of software development together in a single framework. POSE is intended to provide a structure within which the results of different development activities can be combined and reconciled. Essentially, the structure is that of the progressive solution of a system development problem. It is also the structure of the adequacy argument that must eventually justify the developed system. POSE does not prescribe a development process but rather identifies discrete development steps and their connections as may be needed within a chosen development process.
Although it shares much of its conceptual basis with Problem Frames [3] , POSE both extends and generalizes that approach in the following ways:
. All forms of description in the solution space are admitted: specifications, high-level and low-level design, code, etc. . Structuring of the solution space is possible by using Architectural Structures (AStructs; see Section 4.3). . Problem solving is transformational, providing rich traceability between problem and solution domains. . The range of POSE problem transformations goes beyond Problem Frames' problem decomposition. . Problem transformations are accompanied by justification obligations that confirm the adequacy of the transformation with respect to various criteria. One advantage of the extensions into the solution domain is that POSE supports iterative design processes, that is, processes that span both problem and solution domains. This paper presents the POSE framework and argues its suitability for software engineering design through its application in solving a software-intensive system problem. Various elements of the POSE framework are illustrated in this process.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the conceptual basis of the POSE framework, including the notions of software problem, problem transformation, and adequacy argument. Section 3 describes the relationship between POSE and some of the work of others. Section 4 discusses a significant part of the problem solving process for the package router problem. A discussion, conclusions, and future work are in Section 5.
PROBLEM ORIENTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
The Problem Oriented Software Engineering (POSE) framework in [2] is akin to a Gentzen-style sequent calculus [4] for "solving" software problems. The basis of a Genztenstyle sequent calculus is a sequent, which is a well-formed formula traditionally representing a logical proposition. The purpose of a sequent is to provide a vehicle for the representation of a logical proposition and for its transformation into other logical propositions in truth-sense preserving ways. In traditional Gentzen-style sequent calculi, if we can transform a logical proposition to the axioms of the system, we have shown its universal truth. The collection of transformations used forms a proof that stands as the definitive record of the demonstration.
In POSE, sequents represent software problems, that is, problems that have a software solution (see the following). Simplifying only slightly, POSE includes transformations that operate on software problem sequents to transform them to other sequents while preserving solutions. When we have managed transforming a problem to "axioms," we have solved the problem and will have a software solution to show for our efforts.
The sequent calculus used in POSE has features that extend its traditional form. The most important of these is the guarding of transformations by justification obligations, the discharge of which establishes the adequacy of the application with respect to some developmental stakeholder. This is a radical departure from the universality of truth that an unguarded traditional Genzten-style sequent calculus can show and it is unique to POSE. As to the benefits of such guarding, freed from the need to demonstrate that a solution is universally correct, we can think about the forms of justification that are needed during the design to convince the actual stakeholders of the adequacy of the solution. For instance, perhaps, a development with rigorous or formal proofs of correctness and one with a testing-based justification of adequacy would both suffice for the resource-constrained corporate buyer. Our point is that the one based on testing will be more affordable and deliverable as long as formal correctness is not among the needs of the customer.
We do not eschew formality: Indeed, POSE is a formal system for working with nonformal and formal descriptions. Moreover, formality may sometimes be appropriate when strict stakeholders such as regulatory bodies governing the development of the most safety-critical of software are involved. However, as we know from the real world, only when it is focused is formality appropriate.
Our claim is that POSE offers a practical approach to engineering design in which the possible roles of formality are separated out and made clear.
Software Problems
A software problem has three elements: a real-world context W , a requirement R, and a solution S.
The problem context is a collection of domains ðW ¼ D 1 ; . . . ; D n Þ described in terms of their known or indicative properties, which interact through their sharing of phenomena (that is, events, commands, states, etc., [3] . cons are those constrained by R, that is, whose occurrence is constrained by the requirement and whose occurrence the solution will affect, and . refs are those referenced by R, that is, whose occurrence is referred to but not constrained by the requirement. A software solution is a domain, SðpÞ c o ¼ N : E, that is intended to solve a problem, that is, when introduced into the problem context, it will satisfy the problem's requirement. The possible descriptions of a solution range over many forms, from high-level specification to program code. As a domain, a solution has controlled, observed, and unshared phenomena. The union of the controlled and observed sets is termed the specification phenomena for the problem.
A problem's elements come together in POSE in a problem sequent: Here, ' is the problem builder and reminds us that it is the relation of the solution to its context and to the requirements that we seek to explore. By convention, the problem's solution domain S is always positioned immediately to the left of ' .
The descriptions of a problem's elements may be in any language, different elements being described in different languages, should that be appropriate. So that descriptions in many languages may be used together in the same problem, POSE provides a semantic metalevel for the combination of descriptions. Notationally, this is a role of the "," that collects into a problem sequent the domains that appear around the turnstile, formally making each visible to the others. 2 
Problem Transformation
Problem transformations capture discrete steps in the problem solving process. Many classes of transformations are recognized in POSE, reflecting a variety of software engineering practices reported in the literature or observed elsewhere. Problem transformations relate a problem and a justification to (a set of) problems. Problem transformations conform to the following general pattern: Suppose that we have problems W; S ' R; W i ; S i ' R i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; n ðn ! 0Þ, and justification J. Then, we will write
. . . W n ; S n ' R n W; S ' R ½NAME hhJii to mean that, as derived from an application of the NAME problem transformation schema (discussed in the following), S is a solution of W; S ' R with adequacy argument ðCA 1^. . .^CA n Þ^J whenever S 1 ; . . . ; S n are solutions of W 1 ; S 1 ' R 1 ; . . . ; W n ; S n ' R n , with adequacy arguments CA 1 ; . . . ; CA n , respectively.
Software engineering design under POSE proceeds in a stepwise manner: The initial problem forms the root of a development tree, with transformations applied to extend the tree up toward its leaves. Branches are completed by problem transformations that leave the empty set of premise problems.
The problem transformation form presented above emphasizes the formal relationship between the transformed problem elements and the resulting structure of the development tree. In this paper, a more flexible description of a problem transformation is needed so that it is easier to interleave development prose, descriptions, and figures with the explanatory narrative. To do this, we will describe what is usually the largest part of a transformation, that is, the justification, separating it from the narrative by using horizontal lines. Suppose that we wish to transform the problem P ¼ W; S ' R under the NAME transformation schema. Then, we will write ---Application of NAME to problem P ---Justification J. This describes the justification of the application of transformation NAME to P . The body of the justification can have many components and any or all elements of the following structure may be present: Includes. Identifying any relationships between this justification and others in the development, such as those that occurred from an earlier step which was subsequently discovered to be inadequate and thus backtracked from. The inadequacy can also be described here. Concerns. These are issues arising from the step that will need to be considered and eventually discharged as part of the development. These may include known or suspected deficiencies in the justification, such as simplifications that have been used to assist early development. Phenomena. Should the schema introduce phenomena or need to detail their sharing, the details can be included here. Resulting problem(s). These give the problem(s) that are the result of the application of the rule, which become the basis of further development. Any element may contain figures, etc., that are needed or useful in describing the transformation.
Problem Transformation Schemata
A problem transformation schema defines a named class of problem transformations, describing the way in which the conclusion problem (that below the line) is related to the premise problem(s) (those above the line). The schema also includes a justification obligation from which the justification in a problem transformation based on that schema stems. We will discuss several transformation schemata in Section 4 during the exemplar that illustrates their use.
Problem transformation schemata detail how a problem is transformed: Pattern-matched elements of the conclusion problem are repeated as appropriate to specialize the premise problem(s) and justification obligation.
The following is the transformation schema for CONTEXT INTERPRETATION by which the context W is interpreted as W 0 :
½CONTEXT INTERPRETATION hhExplain and justify the use of W 0 over Wii
:
The justification obligation is the condition that must be discharged for CONTEXT INTERPRETATION to be solution preserving. Here, the obligation is to argue why the new context W 0 is preferred to the original W. The meaning of "preferred" will, in general, be defined by developmental context and there are many examples of the application of the schema and others below.
The Adequacy Argument
Justifications in a development tree combine to give the adequacy argument for the development. Eventually, a developer will have to construct an argument (or many arguments) for customers and/or other validating stakeholders which convinces them of the solution's adequacy with respect to their criteria: The adequacy argument constructed during development is intended to be the definitive source of such arguments.
One corollary is that the adequacy argument and, consequently, the individual justifications must be constructed with respect to all stakeholders' views of what adequacy might mean. A POSE development will therefore be influenced by the validation needs of the stakeholders. To an engineer, this will not be surprising: Stakeholders who are harder to satisfy will require more closely reasoned development steps than those that are easier to satisfy. To a formalist, it may appear that, were it not for this stakeholder perspective, rules could omit the relative notion of justification to use an absolute correctness notion such as proof instead. However, many solutions are adequate for many stakeholders without being provably correct: One obvious example is that Microsoft Word proves to be adequate for document preparation in many organizational settings without being formally proven correct in that role (if such a notion could even be formulated). Many solutions would be missed by insisting on any absolute correctness notion.
RELATED WORK
There are four main areas to which POSE contributes: the use of formality in software engineering design, the use of nonformal description languages, the structuring of the early software engineering design life cycle, and transformational approaches to software engineering design. Many others have made notable contributions in these areas. In this section, we compare our approach with some already in the literature.
Formal Specification and Refinement
The late 1970s and early 1980s saw many approaches to software development being focused on the transformation of software specifications into code by using processes that work within the solution domain, some supported by automatic tools.
Feather [5] proposes an approach to the formal specification of closed systems based on a specification language named Gist. A closed system is self-contained: It has no interaction with anything that is outside the specification. As such, a closed-system specification must include the system of which the software is a component and also the environment in which the system operates.
There are some methodological similarities between that work and POSE: The notion of problem is closed-world in nature as we ignore any aspect of the world that is not part of the problem context. However, we make no assumption of the formality of descriptions nor that a single reasoning mechanism exists throughout. In POSE, formality is used to structure a development and its adequacy argument and to transform problems.
Approaches to software development based on various logic and calculi have been the subject of computer science for many years and much has been learned about the logic, calculi, and their derivatives that are best suited to describe software. Transformations of a similar nature to those in POSE are sometimes found in these formal approaches to software development. Examples include the transformations of specifications to program code found in the refinement calculi of Morgan [6] and Back and von Wright [7] and, more recently, the categorical refinements of Smith [8] . Many of these transformations, in addition, are partial in their application, for example, the weaken precondition rule [6] , which is used in the refinement of the specification w : ½pre; post by the specification w : ½pre 0 ; post, is sound only when the proof obligation pre ) pre 0 can be discharged. Proof obligations serve a similar purpose to justification obligations in our framework: They guard transformation application. POSE differs in that we do not require formality in the descriptions that are transformed or in the discharge of justification obligations.
Unlike POSE, Model-Driven Development (MDD) [9] , which is ostensibly a transformational approach, assumes the existence of a unified description language in which all models are expressed and for which model transformations are (semi)automated once model mappings are defined.
From our perspective, MDD does not distinguish between S and W : The underlying assumption is that a domain model can be transformed subsequently into design and implementation models based on a set of rules specified in the model mappings. The conditions under which this assumption actually holds are not clear at this point of MDD development, which is still rather preliminary.
The Use of Natural Language in Specification
Swartout and Balzer [10] describe the transformation of formal specifications from partial descriptions in a constrained natural language. In his further work, Balzer [11] goes on to implementation via transformations starting from a specification. The paper [11] also observes the importance of documenting decisions during transformation. Similarly, Wile [12] proposes an automated transformation system from high-level specifications into code, with a manual intervention needed to guide the process.
From our perspective, this work is again firmly in the solution domain, that is, concerned with the form of S. The scope of the transformations are also quite narrow, that is, transforming an informal S into formal S from which the generation of a program can then be fully automated. In POSE, these are all solution transformations.
Similarly to our approach, the work emphasizes the use of informal descriptions, although with different motivation: Informality is a useful way of starting up what is otherwise a perfectly formalizable description. For us, informality is a necessity as parts of W , which is the physical world in all its complexity, escape formalization.
Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering
Goal-oriented Requirements Engineering [13] proposes an approach to early software development, specifically for dealing with the requirements of a system. The underlying principle is that requirements can be expressed as goals, that is, specific objectives that a system must meet. Such goals initially may be very abstract when the aim of a goaloriented analysis is to refine them to operational goals that can be assigned as responsibilities to be discharged by the software and/or other agents. Goal refinement takes the form of a tree whose root is a high-level system goal and whose leaves are operational goals. Such operational goals constitute (or are closely related to) a requirements specification for the software. Many of these characteristics are shared by POSE.
Recent effort has aimed at extending at least one variant of goal orientation, KAOS [14] , beyond early requirements, with a view of integrating it within later stages of software development. For instance, Letier and van Lamsweerde [15] associate UML models with the goal refinement tree in order to provide structural specification descriptions. In addition, function specifications are associated with goals to make them operational. In [16] , a high-level architectural design is also derived from the tree structure by allocating architectural software components to various software agents to whom goal responsibilities are assigned in the goal tree. In this extension, quality goals are stated and used to evaluate the resulting architectural design.
From our perspective, goal orientation gives the requirement R the predominant role: Goals are a form of requirement and goal refinement is a form of requirement transformation that generates the set of subgoals of a goal. Contextual information W is not explicitly considered. Instead, it is incrementally added to a goal tree development in the form of partial views of the agents which become responsible for discharging goals. No transformation of the context is defined (and without its explicit inclusion, it is difficult to see how it could be). The solution S is derived from the subset of leaf goals that are assigned to software agents. Because of this, no transformation of S is defined either. In goal-oriented descriptions, the distinction between indicative and optative is missing, making it unclear from the model which agents are the object of design and which are provided ready-made by the context. Consequently, it is not clear how adequacy arguments should be constructed.
Adequacy and Assurance
Our notion of adequacy argumentation shares some of its motivation with work on assurance for critical systems. In the safety-critical context, a safety case is seen as a documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and valid argument that a system is adequately safe for a given application in a given environment [17] . More than formality, what is important in a safety case is that it should communicate a clear, comprehensive, and defensible argument that a system is acceptably safe to operate in its deployment context [18] . Kelly and Weaver [18] observe that, due to the nature of the evidence in assurance cases, a provably valid and sound case is unobtainable.
It is not surprising then that the most widely spread approaches to assurance are far from formal. For instance, the goal-structuring notation (GSN) [19] is a graphical argumentation notation that allows the representation of elements of a safety argument and their interrelation. Similarly, Adelard's Claim-Argument-Evidence approach [17] is based on Toulmin's work on argumentation [20] and includes: claims (the same as Toulmin's claims), argument (combination of Toulmin's warrant and backing), and evidence (the same as Toulmin's grounds).
Recent changes in safety-critical standards have made it much more desirable to build a safety (a form of adequacy) argument during development. Strunk and Knight [21] have recently proposed Assurance-Based Development (ABD) in which a safety-critical system and its assurance case are developed in parallel, an approach that is akin to what might be achieved with POSE. Strunk and Knight have developed detailed examples of the use of their techniques in as yet unpublished work.
Adequacy and assurance in POSE include the notion of concern, broadly that considered by Jackson (for instance, [3] ): By a concern, we indicate a matter of interest or importance to some stakeholder. In this sense, the meaning is similar to that ascribed by the aspect-oriented community (for instance, [22] ); however, for us, concerns do not form a necessary component of a development. One could imagine a development, without concerns arising.
THE EXEMPLAR
We consider the following problem from [3] , which is, in turn, adapted from [10] . A package router (see the schematic in Fig. 1 ) is used to sort packages according to barcoded destination labels affixed to the packages. Packages slide under gravity through a tree of pipes and binary switches into bins that correspond to regional areas.
The problem with which we are concerned is the design of a software controller to ensure the following:
. packages are routed appropriately, with misroutes reported, and . the Operator's commands to start and stop the conveyor are obeyed. Fig. 2 is a graphical summary of the whole POSE development that follows in which we emphasize the relationships between the named problems (nodes), with justifications labeling arcs. Each problem and justification is discussed in detail as we work through the exemplar in this section.
The Starting Point for Problem Solving
In POSE, the null problem P null is the problem of which we know nothing. Its introduction requires no justification and it can be thought of as the beginning of all POSE developments:
Here, null is used as the description for W , R, and S to indicate that nothing is known about them: null has less information than any description that can be written in any language chosen for descriptions. It is a point of contact between all description languages used in a problem.
Capturing Knowledge
The null problem is of interest only from a theoretical viewpoint. Practically, a major part of early software development concerns the elicitation of real-world knowledge and the construction of the descriptions of the elements of the problem derived therefrom. Problem descriptions are captured in POSE through the various transformation schemata for interpretation, including that of CONTEXT INTERPRETATION introduced in Section 2. 3 . In what follows, we begin with a number of interpretations in order to provide a POSE characterization of the Package Router problem. Fig. 1 . Schematic of the problem (based on [3] ). The switch network is a complete binary tree of height n.
Structuring the Problem Context
An early use of CONTEXT INTERPRETATION is that which structures the problem context W . To do this, we identify domains and descriptions for them.
-Application of CONTEXT INTERPRETATION to P nullJustification J null . We assume that the schematic in Fig. 1 shows the context domains and phenomena of interest. The behavior that we are interested in this problem concerns:
. a package label being read by the reading station, . a package leaving the reading station, . a package entering or leaving a switch, . a switch state at any particular time, and . a package being dropped into a bin.
We have aggregated into a single domain a switch domain and its incoming and outgoing sensors. Similarly, we have aggregated a bin domain with its incoming sensor. Based on the figure, we have identified the following domains as part of the context: On=Off Buttons; Operator; Display; Conveyor Motor and Belt;
Reading Station; Switch½i; Bin½j; P ackage½id:
Concerns. We note that we have not represented pipes explicitly. This choice will prevent us from, for instance, considering possible events, which may occur in pipes, such as package overtaking. Should this turn out to be a concern, pipe domains may need to be introduced in the model. Moreover, we consider each sensor's behavior as bundled with that of the real-world domains to which they are connected. For brevity and simplicity, we have disregarded sensor reliability in this initial analysis. An identity concern [3] arises through the interaction of packages with bins and switches: We need to be able to identify the individual switches through which a particular package is routed and the particular bin in which it falls. We do this by uniquely indexing the corresponding domains and phenomena (notationally, the index appears in square brackets in domain and phenomena names). Phenomena. Although Fig. 1 shows which domains share phenomena, we will need to describe in more detail the domains before being able to identify the phenomena that they share.
Resulting problem:
On=Off Buttons : null; Operator : null; Display : null;
Conveyor Motor and Belt : null; P 0 :
Reading Station : null; Switch½i : null; Bin½j : null; P ackage½id : null; S : null ' R : null:
Typically, the fit of an early context structure to the realworld problem context will not be adequate and early work will be necessary to validate it against the real-world structure. Indeed, all assumptions made during the development should be validated. The reader will also note that this justification makes some (limited) discussion of the modeling choices, indicating their potential impact, and what might be required should they turn out to be incorrect. An incorrect initial description could have profound implications on a subsequent analysis. It is therefore good to alert stakeholders to the possibilities for mistakes. Making sure that our assumptions are justifiable is necessary for the adequacy of our analysis.
Domain Behavior and Phenomena
Another part of the analysis is to provide domain descriptions for the chosen domains, that is, to replace the various nulls in P 0 with adequate descriptions. This is another application of the CONTEXT INTERPRETATION at the level of the individual domains. The simpler domains -Operator, On/Off Buttons, Bins, and Display-are described in a natural language. For the others, we adopt state machines [23] as a description language. We consider each of the context domains in turn.
The Conveyor Motor and Belt -Application of CONTEXT INTERPRETATION to P 0 -Justification J 0:CMB . On receiving on and off commands from the controller, the conveyor motor will activate or deactivate the belt accordingly. Our initial model is shown in Fig. 3 . Phenomena. The commands on and off are issued by the controller and shared between the controller and the Conveyor Motor and Belt. dropP kg½id corresponds to a package being dropped from the belt. As multiple packages exist in the system, by convention, we use the package identifier in square brackets to indicate that it is the package with identifier id which is being dropped. The package identity is not shared between the package and the router: The shared event is the fact that a package is being dropped and not its identity.
The reader will note that, in describing the domain, we have placed constraints on the solution, that is, the controller controls and shares the phenomena on and off with the conveyor belt and motor. The detailing of the context will often reveal the detail of its relationship with the solution.
The Operator -Application of CONTEXT INTERPRETATION to P 0 -Justification J 0:Op . The Operator uses the On/Off Buttons to control the Conveyor Motor and Belt through the controller. We name this description of the Operator's behavior Op:beh.
The On/Off Buttons act as a trivial connection domain [3] between the Operator and the machine. We name this description of the On/Off Buttons's behavior OnOff:beh. Concerns. Depending on the length of time that a package waits in the Reading Station (the n seconds annotation in Fig. 4) , other packages may arrive during Reading. Careful analysis of behaviors with stakeholders will be required to establish whether this is an acceptable simplification and will perhaps require a subsequent reinterpretation. Phenomena. arrivedP kg½id is a phenomenon controlled by the P ackage½id and shared with the Reading Station, while releaseP kg½id and out are both controlled by the Reading Station and shared with the P ackage½id and the controller, respectively.
Sw . Switch½i corresponds to a switch and its incoming and outgoing pipes and sensors. When the package id passes in front of a sensor associated with switch i, then the following events occur:
causing sensor involved effect in½i½id incoming sensor in½i outLeft½i½id left out outLeft½i outRight½i½id right out outRight½i:
Note that, as for the Reading Station, switch sensor data does not include the identity of the passing package. Concerns. A switch has two positions, left or right, that determine the exit pipe for a package (see Fig. 5 ). Switch½i responds to lef t½i and right½i by changing its position when it is empty. When it is not empty, the switch may break. The initial model does not take into consideration possible delays in state transition when a switch position is set. Phenomena. Switch½i controls and shares with the controller phenomena in½i, outLeft½i, and outRight½i. It also shares phenomena in½i½id, outLeft½i½id, and outRight½i½id with P ackage½id, which controls them.
The Bin½j sensor will issue a signal ðbin½jÞ whenever it senses the P ackage½id passing (event bin½j½id). As for the Reading Station, sensor data does not include the identity of the passing package. We name this description of the bins' behaviors Bin:beh. Phenomena. bin½j is shared with the controller, while bin½j½id is shared with P ackage½id.
To model a package, we discretize the possible positions of a package as it interacts with the package router. The result is shown in Fig. 6 . 3 In terms of sensor signals, the journey of a package from the reading station to a bin can be characterized by a unique sequence of events that is characterized by the following:
. dropP kg½id is followed by arrivedP kg½id, representing the removal of a package from the belt, and its subsequent arrival at the reading station. . releaseP kg½id is followed by in½1½id. . in½i½id is followed by either outLeft½i½id or outRight½i½id. . For a router network that is a binary tree of height n > 0 and for 2 nÀ1 i 2 n À 1, each outLeft½i½id is followed by a bin½j½id ðj ¼ 2i À 2 n þ 1Þ, and each outRight½i½id is followed by a bin½j½id ðj ¼ 2i À 2 n þ 2Þ.
Concerns. For simplicity, we have abstracted the router pipes away in our model. Packages may get jammed within pipes and switches and careful consideration with stakeholders will be required to establish acceptable behaviors, perhaps leading to a subsequent reinterpretation. In this initial analysis, we assume that a package will never get stuck in the switch network.
Phenomena. dropP kg½id is shared with the Conveyor Motor and Belt, arriveP kg½id with the Reading Station, bin½j½id with the Bin½j, and in½i½id, outLeft½i½id, and outRight½i½id with Switch½i.
--------------------------The Display
-Application of CONTEXT INTERPRETATION to P 0 (cont'd) Justification J 0;Disp . The display is used to alert the Operator to a package misroute. At this point, we do not detail the messages used to alert the Operator. displayðid; dst; kÞ indicates what will be displayed when P ackage½id, with the intended destination dst, is misrouted to Bin½k. We name this description of the Display's behavior Disp:beh. Phenomena. displayðid; dst; kÞ is shared with the Operator.
--------------------------

Adding Knowledge of the Requirements
The problem is to control the operation of the package router so that packages are routed to their appropriate bins, obeying the Operator's commands to start and stop the conveyor and reporting any misrouted packages. We now detail the requirement by using the REQUIREMENT . Obey command. An on command from the Operator should result in the conveyor belt state Running. An off command from the Operator should result in the conveyor belt state Stationary. . Route and report. A package arriving at the reading station arriveP kg½id with identity id and destination dst should eventually reach Bin½j, where Bin½j corresponds to destination dst. If conflict at a switch makes this impossible, then misroutedðid; dst; kÞ should be reported, where Bin½k is the actual bin reached. Concerns. Sensors do not, as noted earlier, return the identity of a package passing in front of them. We therefore have a potential information deficit [3] for package routing (and misrouting), one corollary of which is that the controller will need to infer a package's position in the router from "information-poor" sensor data. Phenomena. The requirement should reference arrivedP kg½id on and off. The requirement constrains bin½j½id, misrouteðid; dst; kÞ, Stationary, and Running.
For brevity, so that we do not need to name intermediate states, we will use event sequences (with the separator ";") to annotate transitions. For instance, the transition of a package from being in the reading station ðInRS½idÞ to occupying the first switch is indicated by the sequence releaseP kg½id; in½1½id. 
Development Summary
As we have taken such large steps, it is worth reviewing progress on the problems. Starting from the null problem P null , through a number of interpretations, we have reached problem P 1 :
Operator : Op:beh; Display : Disp:beh; On=Off:Buttons : OnOff:beh; P ackage½id : P kg:beh; Bin½i : Bin:beh; Switch½j : Sw:beh; P 1 :
Reading Station : RS:beh; Conveyor Motor and Belt : CMB:beh; S : null ' Obey command^Route and report:
The adequacy argument generated for the development so far is: A problem diagram [3] for this problem, emphasizing the topology of the context, is shown in Fig. 7 (see Fig. 1 ).
Architectures and Subproblems
Our requirement has two parts, suggesting that there are actually two separate subproblems. POSE characterizes separable problems as follows: A problem P ¼ W; S ' R is said to be n- Fig. 7 . Problem P 1 , including the identified domains, their phenomena, and the requirement. The problem topology is highlighted using a problem diagram-like notation [3] . Rectangles are domains (the decorated rectangle being the solution), requirements are inscribed dotted ovals, and annotations on arcs indicate the sharing of phenomena. Conveyor Controller, and Conveyor Motor and Belt, which are identifiable from their domain properties. Hence, these parts of the context are all to be considered in the subproblem analysis. We should also consider whether there exist other phenomena shared between the Conveyor Motor and Belt and the remainder of the problem context which may influence the state of the belt and, hence, the satisfaction of the requirement. From the problem diagram and behavior descriptions, the Conveyor Motor and Belt only shares phenomenon dropP kg½id with P ackage½id, which is controlled by the conveyor and appears not to have any effect on the belt state; hence, we can disregard it. We can therefore ignore the remainder of the context in the analysis of the subproblem.
--------------------------
With the solution interpreted as an n-separable problem the SEPARABLE PROBLEM rule makes the separation, without generating a justification obligation (because of the preceding justified SOLUTION INTERPRETATION R & R Controller ' Route and report:
Problem Progression
It is widely recognized that real-world requirements are typically not expressed in terms of solution phenomena, often being deeply embedded in a complex problem context and described in that context's vocabulary. For instance, Route and report is expressed in terms of the phenomena that involve packages rather than the commands of the controller. During development, however, real-world requirements will typically be re-expressed in terms that are closer to the machine, a process that we call problem progression. For instance, in the Route and report subproblem P 4 , a progressed requirement would be expressed entirely in terms of the phenomena that the R & R Controller shares with its context as opposed to the current requirement constraining P ackage½id phenomena, which are not accessible by the machine. The result of the transformation, which is discussed in the following, is illustrated in Fig. 9 . It has the combined effect of re-expressing the requirement in terms of specification phenomena and narrowing the problem context by removing the package domains (grayed out in the figure).
Inspired by the problem progression of [3, p. 103] , there has been work on discovering the detail of this development step. Rapanotti et al. [24] , Li et al. [25] , and Seater and Jackson [26] have explored in detail the nature of this underlying transformation. In POSE, we use PROBLEM PROGRESSION:
. . . ; D nÀ1 ; D n ; S ' R ½PROBLEM PROGESSION hhExplain and justify why R 0 in the progressed problem is equivalent to R in the originalii For application here, the justification for the progression of problem P 4 by the removal of the P ackage domain is:
-Application of PROBLEM PROGRESSION to P 4 -Justification J 4 . Let routeðiÞ denote the correct switch output sensor sequence that a package should take on its journey to Bin½i. routeðiÞ will be a sequence of outLeft and outRight event occurrences. Consider package id with destination dst as it leaves the reading station. The happy day scenario is that the package will fall under gravity through the switches on its journey to Bin½j, where Bin½j corresponds to dst. As the package passes various sensors in the router, we can build routeðid; dstÞ as the sequence of output sensors that are actually triggered by the package. A package is routed properly whenever routeðid; dstÞ is a prefix of routeðjÞ. From this observation, we can abstract away the P ackage½id domain and reexpress the requirement in terms of sensor signals as follows: Route and report 0 . A readP kgðid; dstÞ at the reading station should result in routeðid; dstÞ being a prefix of routeðjÞ, which is the correct path to the appropriate bin. If conflict at a switch makes this impossible, then misroutedðid; dst; kÞ should be reported, where Bin½k is the actual bin reached. Concerns. We assume that all sensors will behave reliably. The controller will have to have knowledge of the package router topology.
Resulting problem.
Display; Bin½j; Switch½i; ReadingStation; P 5 :
R & R Controller ' Route and report 0 :
--------------------------
A Further Architectural Expansion
At this point in the development, we further detail the software structure. The work of this section illustrates how a well-known architectural pattern can be reused within a POSE development. An AStruct is used to add structure to a solution domain through an application of SOLUTION INTERPRETATION. An 4 . We have omitted the domain descriptions for brevity. AStruct combines, in a given topology, a number of known solution components (the C i , with certain constraints on the phenomena sets, which we omit here for brevity; the interested reader is referred to [2] for the full definition) with solution components yet to be found (the S j ):
with name AStructName.
-Application of SOLUTION INTERPRETATION to P 5 -Justification J 5 . The machine controls a package's route by the timely setting of the package router's switches according to the destination on the package label. A properly configured controller will know the identity of each switch and the position of each bin. At this point, we address the information deficit concern from Justification J 0:Req through the standard strategy of building a model [3] . Moreover, the problem is a control problem in which inputs and outputs are mediated by a model. This preliminary analysis leads us to the conclusion that a variant of the MVC architecture, as defined by Lea [27] and adopted in control applications such as avionics, may be appropriate. Originally introduced for software applications with graphical user interfaces [28] , an MVC architecture includes controller C components, which receive user inputs and update a model M component accordingly. Changes in M are communicated to its dependents, called view V components, which interpret them and generate user outputs appropriately. In the Lea variant, instead of user inputs, environmental sensor information is received by the controller and used to update the model, while the view generates outputs based on changes in the model's state. Outputs are either user outputs to a display (as in the traditional MVC) or actuator signals through which the controller influences the environment. The following AStruct encodes the Lea MVC variant for use in POSE:
R&RCAStruct½ðM; V ; CÞ;
with the phenomena being detailed in Fig. 10 .
Resulting Problem.
Display; Bin½j; Switch½i; Reading Station; P 6 :
R & R Controller : R&RCAStruct½ðM; V ; CÞ ' Route and report 0 :
Once the solution is interpreted, SOLUTION EXPANSION generates premise problems by moving the already-known components C i to the environment, expanding the problem context while simultaneously refocusing the problem to be that of finding the solution components S j that remain to be designed. The requirement and context of the original problem are propagated to all subproblems. SOLUTION EXPANSION has the following form: W; C 1 ; . . . ; C m ; S 2 : null; . . . ; S n : null; S 1 ' R;
. . . W; C 1 ; . . . ; C m ; S 1 : null; S jÀ1 : null; S jþ1 : null; S n : null; S j ' R;
. . .
SOLUTION EXPANSION is a deceptively complex rule in that it creates a number of premise problems, each of which requires solving and contributes its solution to the other premise problems. However, given that the architecture that it expands will already have been justified, SOLUTION EXPANSION does not generate a justification obligation. Its role is simply the syntactic separation of the various subproblems introduced by the architecture.
The R&RCAStruct has three "to-be-designed" components, meaning that, from a SOLUTION EXPANSION, we are left with three subproblems, one for each component, as follows:
Display; Bin½j; Switch½i; Reading Station; P 7 :
C : null; V : null; M : null ' Route and report 0 ;
Display; Bin½j; Switch½i;
Reading Station; P 8 :
M : null; C : null; V : null ' Route and report 0 ;
Display; Bin½j; Switch½i; Reading Station; P 9 :
M : null; V : null; C : null ' Route and report 0 :
It may appear that, in order to solve the model subproblem P 7 , we need a complete description of the controller and view, whereas these will only be available when problems P 8 and P 9 are solved. Moreover, in order to solve either of these problems, we would appear to need a complete description of the model. In this sense, P 7 , P 8 , and P 9 are codependent. In POSE, we codesign in the presence of codependent subproblems. One way of resolving the dependencies in codesign is to make an attempt to solve one identified subproblem. Although it may not be successful (relying, as it does, on the solutions to other subproblems), some partial characterization of the subproblem's solution may be revealed which can be utilized in attempting to solve a different dependent subproblem. Iterations between subproblems will, in the absolute worst case, lead nowhere. However, more often than not, there is some asymmetry in the problems, which makes this approach productive.
Consider, for instance, the current codependent problems: Both controller and view components depend on the model, which is also the most complex component. We will therefore try solving the model problem first. Notably, this is also the guidance that appears in the literature, for instance, [29] , [30] , with the motivation being that, this way, the risk of failing to specify the model correctly is minimized. -Application of SOLUTION INTERPRETATION to P 7 -Justification J 7 . We will define M as an analogic model [3] of the package router, which will allow the R&R Controller to dynamically track information about bins, switches and their states, and packages and their routes. During operation, the analogic model will provide a faithful representation of the package router state. Designing an analogic model involves making decisions about the machine's data structures and their behavior rather than capturing new given properties of the world. Such design decisions are dependent on which questions the model is built to answer. In our example, these are the identity and position of each package in the router, the switch states, etc. We will therefore adopt the more general abstraction in Fig. 11 , as proposed in [3] . Packages traveling in the router can be seen as joining and leaving queues at various points of the router: at the reading station, inside switches, and in the pipes that connect the reading station, switches, and bins. We have reified the abstraction so that the reading station queue has capacity one. Concerns. This abstraction is sensible only if packages cannot overtake each other while traveling through the router.
Adopting this abstraction and by taking an object-oriented design view, we obtain the class diagram description M desc for M, as shown in Fig. 12 . We follow [30] in that classes are defined to represent relevant parts of the real world, with an "orchestrating class" (OC) added, with the responsibility of initializing and orchestrating the behavior of the model. Class associations reflect the static topological relations between the various parts of the router. For instance, the switch network topology is reflected in the fact the each switch is associated with exactly three package queues: one incoming and two outgoing. The dynamic relationship between packages and queues is also captured by an association: Each package can be at most in one queue at any one time. Phenomena. The operations of class OC, as specified in Fig. 12 , are invoked by C on M and so should be considered as the phenomena shared between the two and controlled by C. Resulting Problem.
Display; Bin½j; Switch½i; Reading Station; P 10 :
C : null; V : null; M : M desc ' Route and report 0 :
The behavior of M would typically be detailed as a collection of sequence diagrams [23] , each defining the response of M to the various incoming sensor data. This behavior would include the initialization of M to reflect the actual topology of the router (that is, which particular switches are connected to each other, etc., discharging one of the concerns raised in J 4 ) and the initial state of each switch. We omit the details for brevity and continue the development under the assumption that such behavior faithfully models the router in operation. Note that, during a detailed design or implementation, a decision has to be made as to how changes in the model are propagated to the view. Standard approaches can be applied (for instance, see the push and pull approaches described in [31] ), whose choice will depend on the efficiency considerations or the availability of appropriate mechanisms at the programming level. Although important, these considerations are outside the scope of this paper, which only deals with problem analysis up to early design. In any case, once a decision is made, it would be possible within POSE to base further design on it. -Application of CONTEXT INTERPRETATION to P 9 -Justification J 9 . Under the assumption that M is described above, the description of C is almost trivial. C is entirely decoupled from V and is only responsible for translating inputs from the environment into operation invocations on the only instance of the OC of M. C desc is defined as follows:
input operation invocation in½i in iðÞ outLeft½i outLeft iðÞ outRight½i outRight iðÞ bin½j bin jðÞ readP kgðid; dstÞ readðIdentity; DestinationÞ:
Resulting problem.
Display; Bin½j; Switch½i; Reading Station; P 11 :
M : M desc ; V : null; C : C desc ' Route and report 0 :
Progressing the View
As part of solving problem P 8 , we will progress it by removing the Reading Station and Bin domains, expressing the requirement in terms of V 's shared phenomena with the switches. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 .
The justification for the progression is -Application of PROBLEM PROGRESSION to P 8 -Justification J 8 . C desc determines that inputs from the environment are translated into operation invocations on the model M. M desc provides a faithful representation of the router in operation. Let route(id, dst) denote the actual route of a package when this is restated in terms of invocations of outLeft_i() and outRight_i() operations in the model. Let route(j) denote the sequence of outLeft_i() and outRight_i() that would result from a correct traversal of the router. To remove the Reading Station and Bin½j, we may rewrite the requirement as follows: Route and report 00 . A read(id, dst) in M should result in route (id, dst) being a prefix of route(j). If, with respect to route(j), an incorrect outLeft() or outRight() is received by C, then misrouted (id; dst; k) should be reported, where bin_k() corresponds to the last element of route(id, dst).
Resulting problem.
Display; Switch½i; M : M desc ; C : C desc ; V : null P 12 :
' Route and report 00 :
Backtracking the Development
At this point, we can continue with the development of V , which (as will be argued presently) introduces unnecessary complexity, or backtrack to revisit a previous design choice. Although either is a feasible development step, we choose backtracking to show how, in POSE, iterative development can be done. The point to which we backtrack is that at which P 6 is expanded. The justification of the backtracking is given as follows:
5 ----Backtracking from P 12 ----Justification J Back . For V to be a solution to the progressed subproblem P 12 , it needs to be able to determine which route each package should follow and set switch states accordingly. The current description of M does not include this piece of information. A design choice is needed to include it as part of the specification of V or to revisit the current design of M. The former would require V to duplicate much of the specification of M. We therefore prefer rewinding to the point at which P 6 was expanded and changing the model in Fig. 12 so that route information is included in M.
The forward development from the backtracked state is then justified as 5. Note that, as backtracking applies to the development rather than to any particular problem, there is no backtracking problem transformation per se. However, justification of backtracking is a critical part of development and, so, we use the same graphical device for presenting its justification.
For each bin, an instance of the SQueue class represents the route from the reading station to the bin, which is statically determined based on the router topology and set in the model at initialization. For each package, an instance of the SQueue class represents the route that a package still has to travel in order to reach its destination. This is initially set when the package destination is read at the reading station (through the invocation of the operation read in the model) and decreases in length as a package goes through each switch on its route. For each switch, an instance of the SQueue class represents the sequence of settings of the switch which allows the incoming packages (that is, packages in the in queue of the switch) to be routed correctly. This sequence changes dynamically as packages enters the switch's incoming and outgoing queues. --------------------------As before, the behavior of M could be detailed as a collection of sequence diagrams. (We omit the details for brevity.) With this design, all of the complexity is in the model. All that is left for V to do is to sense when switchstate changes occur in the model and propagate them to the corresponding router switches through actuators left½i and right½i.
Note that the backtracked development does not require any change in the design of C: ' Route and report 00 :
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper has given an account of how the solution to a software-intensive problem can be approached using the Problem Oriented Software Engineering (POSE) approach proposed in [2] . The development is based on an explicit representation of the problem, its parts, and their systematic transformation under a formal calculus, the definition and use of which has been briefly illustrated by the problem solving process. The many processes that together comprise software engineering described in the introduction, that is, identification, clarification, understanding, structuring, and justification, each have an explicit place in the POSE problem transformations that we have used here through the various interpretation, expansion, and progression schemata.
We have also suggested that POSE provides a structure within which the results of different development activities can be combined and reconciled. The problem solving process that we have carried out in our work on the package router is summarized in Fig. 2 . It has led to a tree structure that collects the steps of the development, together with arguments justifying how each step preserves the adequacy of the solution (alongside any assumptions and concerns that are associated with the step). This structure highlights the progression toward the solution of a system development problem, interleaved with the structure of the adequacy argument that justifies the developed system, and illustrates how tightly the different development activities are combined and reconciled.
Early Evaluation
Recently, we have worked closely with a safety authority working in the UK safety-critical systems industry to evaluate POSE as applied to real-world embedded avionics systems. The goal of the work was to improve the front end of an existing successful safety-critical development process. This was deemed to be an appropriate choice to exercise POSE's various features and gather some evidence on its performance in terms of scalability and adequacy. The constraints were that the results should integrate with the existing process and enhance compliance with stringent standards' requirements. We have reported our findings in this area in a series of published papers: [32] shows that POSE transformations can be combined to form a reusable process pattern for safety-critical development; [33] and [34] focus on process improvement and provide some evidence that POSE, in conjunction with Alloy [35] , is capable of detecting anomalies early in the development, with consequent saving when compared to previous validation work in the original process. Most recently, [36] has demonstrated how the POSE notion of transformation and related justification obligation can be exploited for the codevelopment of both an assurance case and product design.
Backtracking, Iterative Development, and Development Concerns
It is well known that development is an iterative activity. The grayed-out nodes in Fig. 2 , that is, nodes P 10 , P 11 , and P 12 , indicate the problems that have been backtracked from, providing a record of the choices that were made and remade during the development. In the nongraphical POSE in [2] , the backtracking rationale is captured in the justification that accompanies a second (and/or subsequent) forward transformation from a backtracked step, again providing a complete record of the design decisions that had been made to arrive at any particular solution. In either case, a review of either development record could determine both why choices were and were not made as part of the development. Concerns uncovered during the development, as appear in the justifications to problem transformations, will often lead to backtracking and iteration if the current development line does not address them and they are not found to be lacking in substance. The result is a process that combines synthetic and analytic steps, similar to those to and from problem P 12 in Section 4.1. The work in [33] and [36] , as mentioned above, provides an analysis of an iterative development under POSE for a real-world safety-critical software intensive system that also has these characteristics. That process pattern may be broadly applicable in different contexts, when parameterized appropriately by specific contextual analytical tools, is work in progress.
Analogies for Reasoning and Development
There are two useful analogies that explain the choices that we have made in representing designs. The first is with the propositional calculus in the way that atomic propositions can be described in any language. The way that this is achieved is that atomic propositions are related through their possible truth values combined through the propositional connectives. If the description language supports it, interpretation of atomic propositions can occur under these connectives so that, for instance, a predicate can have an outermost quantifier removed. The connective that we use to bind the various descriptions is the "," that works to combine not truth values but the occurrences of shared phenomena.
The second analogy is that of mathematical proof, which has led to our Gentzen-style sequent calculus encoding in POSE. It is notable that mathematical proof has many forms, and only in the most highly formal contexts is a "pure" Gentzen-style derivation produced or required. Rather, most mathematical proofs work at a much more abstract level than what is possible in building a Gentzen proof tree, on the understanding that, should it be necessary to provide absolute certainty, each high-level proof step can be reduced to a combination of lower level steps, with the limit being manipulations at the level of very basic steps. The analogy with mathematical proof suggests that POSE might find use as a touchstone for software engineering design: Most software engineering design will be conducted at a much higher level than what is possible within the very small and detailed steps available under POSE. As a foundation for software engineering design, however, we suggest that it should be possible for a developer to reduce their claimed adequate design to a combination of lower level steps within POSE so that the adequacy of each highlevel design step can be checked.
Future Work
Our notion of problem is derived from a proof obligation that appears in [37] , there used as one of the criteria for the completeness of requirements engineering. In POSE, this "problem component" of the proof obligation is made a first-class object as a syntactic problem sequent W; S ' R, to be synthesized under POSE. The precise nature of the relationship between the two approaches can only be clear when we have finalized the details of our approach, although we are led naturally to the conjecture that, whenever (all) the conditions of [37] hold for W; S R, then W; S ' R will be derivable within our framework. This result will most likely be our aim for arguments of soundness of our framework. At some point, we hope also to consider completeness, but we believe that this must depend on a more exact notion of adequacy than what we have so far been able to formulate. Work is in progress to address this.
Of the relationship in the opposite direction, that a solution is found within our framework does not necessarily mean that it will satisfy the conditions in [37] because of the following:
. We do not limit ourselves to the development of solution specifications, that is, the relationships between events at the machine interface that mediate problem and solution spaces. Rather, our scope spans the full problem and solution space, including computational artifacts such as code. . We ask only for solution adequacy and not a proof of correctness. Gentzen-style sequent calculi are well known in computing science, not the least because they appear naturally automatable, and have led to many useful tools, such as PVS [38] , as well as others. Martin et al. [39] provide for the direct capture and reply of detailed proofs through programminglike tactic languages. We are currently working on the detail of the "software engineering design tactic" language that accompanies our system. Interestingly, tactic languages provide higher level transformations, even within a Gentzen-style sequent calculus, and thus may give an approach to the formal representation of higher level design steps.
Finally, we note that our concept of problem has no inherent bias toward software as a solution, although it is entirely appropriate for it. This leads us to conjecture an extension of problem orientation to other areas of problem solving and, thus, following Vincenti's observation quoted earlier, to other areas of engineering.
